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Suffixes -ate 
Part A
Change these nouns (ending in the suffix -ation) to verbs (ending in -ate). The first one has been 
done for you.

Make sure you know what all of the words mean. Use a dictionary where you need to for 
checking spellings and meanings.

Noun Verb

donation donate

animation

circulation

celebration

illumination

investigation

medication

punctuation

decoration

Now write three sentences including verbs you have chosen from your list. If you can link your 
sentences to the story, this is even better!

E.g. The tsar will donate half of his kingdom to the person who brings him the firebird.
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Part B
Change these nouns (ending in the suffix -ation) to verbs (ending in -ate) and write their 
meaning. Use a dictionary where you need to. The first one has been done for you.

Noun Verb Meaning
navigation navigate to carefully travel over a stretch of land or water

allocation

consolidation

commemoration

deviation

duplication

intimidation

legislation

interrogation

Now write three sentences including verbs you have chosen from your list. 

E.g. Ivan had to navigate his way through an overgrown stretch of forest.

 

 

 

Find more verbs ending in the suffix -ate. Write sentences containing these words.

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Suffixes -ate 
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Suffixes -ate Answers
Part A

Noun Verb

donation donate

animation animate

circulation circulate

celebration celebrate

illumination illuminate

investigation investigate

medication medicate

punctuation punctuate

decoration decorate

The tsar wanted to decorate a room in his house to put the firebird in.
Ivan will investigate where the firebird has flown to.
The whole kingdom will celebrate if the firebird is captured.

Part B
Noun Verb Meaning

navigation navigate to carefully travel over a stretch of land or water
allocation allocate to give out for a particular purpose

consolidation consolidate to bring together many parts to make one unit

commemoration commemorate to act as a reminder of something

deviation deviate to go off course

duplication duplicate to copy exactly

intimidation intimidate to make others fearful

legislation legislate to make laws

interrogation interrogate to ask questions of someone

Ivan had to deviate from the main path in the forest.
The tsar is planning to legislate against anyone else having golden apple trees.
The guards knew that their tsar was going to interrogate the young lad. 

The walls of the tsar’s garden are beginning to deteriorate and need repair work.
Ivan tried to concentrate on what the wolf was telling him to do.
The wolf was planning to emigrate to another country before he got involved in helping Ivan on his quest. 

Challenge Task


